
On December 29, 1959, American theoretical physicist 
Richard Feynman gave a somewhat casual talk about 
nanotechnology at the American Physical Society meeting 
at Caltech. The talk, “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom”, 
was a bold vision of our technical journey toward the atomic 
manipulation of matter and the very boundaries of physical 
law. He described shrinking computers to the point where 
“wires should be 10 or 100 atoms in diameter”. He suggested 
that focused electron beams could write nanoscale features 
on a surface, electron microscopes could image atoms, and 
that nanoscale biology could become the inspiration for 
our own nanoscale creations.

Feynman’s extraordinary vision should have sparked a 
movement that would have revolutionized our lives—but 
it didn’t. It went relatively unnoticed, as do so many big 
ideas that are ahead of their time. Japanese professor Norio 
Taniguchi coined the term nanotechnology in 1974, but it 
wasn’t until K. Eric Drexler, from MIT, revived Feynman’s 
vision in the 1980s that the concept of nanotechnology 
became popularized.

Today, some 57 years on, Feynman’s vision of the very 
small is coming to fruition in a very big way. So much so 
that recently in Toulouse, France, there was held the first 
nano car race, an international competition between single-
molecule cars on a track that could only be viewed through a 
microscope. We have developed devices sensitive enough 
to “hear” the swimming of bacteria, and to draw features 
on the surface of objects as small as one nanometre (nm)—
the Ebola virus, for contrast, is about 1,500 nm long and 
50 nm wide. It’s a small world after all.

Here’s just a small selection of research that’s happening 
at the nano scale:
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Seeing and Hearing at the Nano Scale

Engineers at the University of California, San 
Diego have developed a miniature device 
that’s so sensitive it can feel the forces 
generated by swimming bacteria and hear 
the beating of heart muscle cells.

The nano-sized optical fibre is about 100 
times thinner than a human hair and can 
detect forces down to 160 femtonewtons 
(10 trillion times smaller than a newton). This 
is so sensitive that in a solution containing 
live Helicobacter pylori (a common, spiral-
shaped bacterium infecting the stomach), the 
device can sense the pressure waves of the 
swimming bugs. In cultures of beating heart 
muscle cells from mice, the nano fibre can 
detect sounds down to −30 decibels (1,000 
times below the limit of human hearing).

“This work could open up new doors to track 
small interactions and changes that couldn’t 
be tracked before,” said nanoengineering 
professor Donald Sirbuly at the UC San Diego 
Jacobs School of Engineering—applications 
like detecting small cellular mechanisms 
that might signal cells becoming cancerous 
or being attacked by a virus, or in-vivo mini 
stethoscopes.

The optical fibre developed by Sirbuly 
and colleagues is at least 10 times more 
sensitive than the atomic force microscope 

(AFM), an instrument that can measure 
infinitesimally small forces generated by 
interacting molecules. And while AFMs are 
bulky devices, the optical fibre is a mere 
few hundred nanometres in diameter. “It’s a 
mini AFM with the sensitivity of an optical 
tweezer,” says Sirbuly.

When the nano optical fibre is put into a 
solution of cells, researchers send a beam 
of light down it and analyse the output. The 
light signals vary in intensity according to how 
much force or sound the fibre is encountering 
from the surrounding cells.

“We’re not just able to pick up these small 
forces and sounds; we can quantify them 
using this device. This is a new tool for high 
resolution nanomechanical probing,” says 
Sirbuly.

Researchers plan to use the nano fibres 
to measure bioactivity and the mechanical 
behaviour of single cells. Future endeavours 
also include improving the fibres’ “listening” 
capabilities to create ultra-sensitive biological 
stethoscopes, and tuning their acoustic 
response to develop new imaging techniques. 
The capability to monitor with this degree of 
sensitivity at the nano level opens the door to 
unprecedented possibilities as we continue 
to push the boundaries of technology in the 
tiny realm.

Manipulation at the Nano Scale

As you may well imagine, making structures 
on a nano scale is extremely difficult. Building 
nanomaterials with features spanning just 
billionths of a metre requires extraordinary 
precision. For the technology to be useful 
outside the laboratory, it must become 
feasible to nano-engineer materials on an 
industrial or commercial scale—a significant 
hurdle. 

Now scientists have techniques to exploit the 
way molecules assemble themselves and the 
way materials respond to the surfaces they 
are cast on. Completely new complex three-
dimensional structures can be created using 
these new manipulation techniques, featuring 
multiple parts composed of different nano-

Artists impression of the  ptical fiber developed by Sirbuly 
and colleagues.  Image: Rhett S. Miller/UC Regents
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patterns. Such complex structures will enable 
better microchips, water filter membranes 
and batteries.

Self-assembly is a powerful concept for 
making nanoscale structures. Molecules 
are designed to spontaneously pack 
themselves into the desired shape or pattern 
without lithographic patterning. However, 
conventional self-assembly techniques 
produce only a small number of very simple 
shapes. Scientists at the Center for Functional 
Nanomaterials (CFN) have come up with 
responsive self-assembling systems, where 
the molecules reorganize themselves in 
response to external influences. Researchers 
are experimenting with techniques that 
enable simple molecules to form much more 
complex three-dimensional nanostructures 
than were previously possible.

The CFN team has gone one step further 
by demonstrating an advance in “material 
intelligence” whereby self-assembling 
layers of material guide the configuration of 
additional layers. The technique has been 
dubbed “responsive layering”. Electronic 
nanomaterials expert Kevin Yager likens 
it to building a tower where “each brick is 
intelligent and contains instructions for 
subsequent bricks”.

“The trick,” according to Atikur Rahman, lead 
author of a paper explaining the breakthrough, 
“was chemically ‘sealing’ each layer to make it 
robust enough that the additional layers don’t 
disrupt it. This granted us unprecedented 
control. We can now stack any sequence of 
self-organized layers to create increasingly 
intricate 3D structures.”

Responsive layering will not only make self-
assembly faster and easier, it will also enable 
the creation of more complex structures such 
as internal channels or pockets that would 
be very difficult to fabricate by other known 
methods.

“Self-assembly is inexpensive and scalable 
because it’s driven by intrinsic interactions,” 
said study co-author and CFN scientist 
Gregory Doerk. “We avoid the complex tools 
that are traditionally used to carve precise 
nano-structures.”

This image above shows the range of multilayer morphologies achieved through this new technique. The first column 
shows a cross section of the novel 3D nanostructures as captured by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The 
computer renderings in the second column highlight the integrity and diversity of each distinct layer, while the 
overhead SEM view of the third column reveals the complex patterns achieved through the “intelligent” layering.
Image: Brookhaven National Laboratory
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The scientists used thin films of block 
copolymers (BCP)—chains of two distinct 
molecules linked together. Through well-
established techniques, they spread the BCP 
films across a substrate, applied heat, and 
watched the material self-assemble into a 
prescribed configuration. To make subsequent 
layers “talk to each other”, the team infused 
each layer with a vapour of inorganic molecules 
to seal the structure, which allowed each 
layer to act as a template for the one above 
it. This technique substantially broadens the 
diversity and complexity of structures that 
can be made via self-assembly, together with 
potential applications. For example, intricate 
three-dimensional nanostructures could 
yield transformative improvements in nano-
porous membranes for water purification, 
in bio-sensing, catalysis, computer memory, 
and microprocessors.

On the subject of unique materials, Swiss 
scientists have been experimenting with 
two-dimensional magnetic structures as a 
promising material for new types of data 
storage, since the magnetic properties of 
individual molecular building blocks can be 
modified. At the Swiss Nanoscience Institute 
at the University of Basel and the Paul 
Scherrer Institute (PSI), researchers have 
broken new ground in producing a wafer-thin 
ferrimagnet in which molecules with different 
magnetic centres arrange themselves on a 
gold surface to form a checkerboard pattern.

Ferrimagnets are composed of two centres, 
magnetized at different strengths and 
pointing in opposing directions. Two-
dimensional, quasi-flat ferrimagnets would 
have application as sensors, data storage 
devices, and in quantum computers, since 
the two-dimensional arrangement allows the 
magnification state of the individual atoms or 
molecules to be selected. For mathematical 
and geometrical reasons, however, it hasn’t 
been possible to produce two-dimensional 
ferrimagnets until now.

The researchers produced a compound with 
different magnetic centres composed of 
iron and manganese. When this compound 
is applied to a gold surface, the molecules 
arrange themselves into a checkerboard 
pattern. The surface is magnetic, and the 
magnetism of the iron and manganese is of 

different strengths and appears in opposing 
directions—all characteristics of a ferrimagnet.

“The decisive factor of this discovery is the 
electrically conductive gold substrate, which 
mediates the magnetic order,” explains Dr. 
Jan Girovsky of the PSI, lead author of a 
study published in Nature Communications. 
“Without the gold substrate, the magnetic 
atoms would not sense each other and the 
material would not be magnetic.”

“The work shows that a clever combination 
of materials and a particular nanoarchitecture 
can be used to produce new materials 
that otherwise would be impossible,” said 
Professor Nirmalya Ballav of the Indian 
Institutes of Science Education and Research 
in Pune (India), who has been studying the 
properties of molecular nano-checkerboard 
architectures for several years with 
researchers led by Professor Thomas Jung 
at the PSI. The magnetic molecules have 
great potential for a number of applications, 
since their magnetism can be individually 
investigated and also modified using scanning 
tunnel spectroscopy.

Laser Printing Nanoparticles

Bioresorbable electronic systems are an 
emerging class of technology that has the 
potential to create unique devices for 
use in emergency medicine, recovery and 
rehabilitation. These systems are made with 
materials that dissolve completely, at various 
rates, after insertion into the body. It’s one 
of the new frontiers in medical technology. 
Researchers at Missouri University of Science 
and Technology suggest that laser-printing 
techniques using nanoparticles could prove 
a cost-effective approach to building sturdier 
and safer bioresorbable electronics.

Researchers have demonstrated a technique 
for printing tiny electronic components 
using lasers to process print-ready zinc 
nanoparticles. Dr. Heng Pan, an assistant 
professor in the Department of Mechanical 
and Aerospace Engineering at Missouri S&T, 
explains that bioresorbable electronics that 
use traditional microchip fabrication methods 
require costly optical patterning and vacuum 

Dr. Heng Pan, right, works in his lab with graduate 
student Brandon Ludwig, a co-author of a new 
research study on a low-cost process to manufacture 
bioresorbable electronics. Image: Sam O’Keefe/
Missouri S&T
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deposition processes. Laser printing is far more 
cost-effective, but potentially exposes zinc, 
magnesium and other necessary ingredients 
to oxygen, nitrogen, and other elements that 
give rise to adverse interactions. The new 
process developed at Missouri S&T allows 
for zinc nanoparticles to be sintered together 
through an evaporation and condensation 
process that avoids surface oxides. The 
fabricated, oxide-free zinc conductors have 
demonstrated high electrical conductivity, 
mechanical durability, and water dissolvability.

“The new method can direct-print patterned 
zinc conductors on bioresorbable polymers 
with conductivity close to bulk values,” Pan says. 
“And the fabricated patterns on bioresorbable 
substrate can be readily integrated with high-
performance electronics.”

Pan’s research interests also include 
“stretchable electronics”—materials that can 
be bent or folded to allow users to wear 
sensors on their clothing or directly on the 
skin.

Nanowires

There is a growing demand for smaller 
electronic devices, necessitating ever smaller 
circuits and components. Nanowires are 
conducting wires on a molecular scale that 
carry electric current inside very small circuits. 
The field of molecular electronics embodies 
a search for the most efficient techniques 
to manufacture very small electronic circuits 
using molecules.

Researchers from the U.S. Department of 
Energy’s Argonne National Laboratory, the 
University of Chicago, and MIT have also 
been developing new ways to create some 
of the world’s thinnest wires, using a process 
that could allow for mass manufacturing on 
standard types of equipment.

Templated assembly, or directed self-
assembly, as it is known, is a cost-effective 
way to make nanowires with widths below 
10 nm (about 100 atoms thick).

The self-assembling materials are again 
large molecules known as block copolymers 

(BCP).  These BCPs have a water-loving end 
and a water-hating end. When heated, they 
spontaneously form highly uniform structures 
at the molecular scale. Many automobile 
tyres are made from a BCP called styrene-
butadiene-styrene (SBS) rubber. 

On their own, however, the BCPs would 
form a pattern that looks like a fingerprint 
or a piece of brain coral—useless for the 
creation of functional nanowires. The key to 
introducing order to the arrangement is the 
use of chemically patterned templates.

Past approaches to making tiny ordered 
nanostructures have been limited to the use 
of expensive and specialized optics to direct 
extreme wavelengths of light or electron 
beams to write patterns line-by-line. The 
new approach involves creating a chemical 
pattern as a template using these same tools 
at relatively low resolution, and then filling 
in the template to fabricate high-resolution 
patterns using a self-assembling material.

For very high-resolution block copolymer 
systems, a “topcoat” is often added during 
the process. This topcoat constrains the 
way the block copolymers self-assemble, 
forcing them into a regular, ordered structure 
perpendicular to the surface they are grown 
on.

“Think of it like baking a cake,” said Argonne 
nanoscientist Leonidas Ocola, a co-author of 
the Nature Nanotechnology paper “Sub-10-
nm Patterning via Directed Self-Assembly of 
Block Copolymer Films with a Vapour-Phase 
Deposited Topcoat”. “Without a mold for the 
cake, it can bake in a shape you don’t want 
it to bake. . . . The mold creates boundary 
conditions needed to define the shape you 
want.”

“The topcoat and underlying lithographic 
pattern work together to guide the formation 
of the nanostructure and provide the 
morphology we want,” he added.

Self-assembling materials in 
nanomanufacturing are not new, but using 
the technique of block copolymers with a 
topcoat can produce patterns for dense arrays 
of tiny wires cheaply and easily. The system 
can be used to create the kind of complex 

Above: From a recent study, a team of researchers from 
the U.S. Department of Energy’s Argonne National 
Laboratory (DOE), the University of Chicago, and MIT 
- A cross-section scanning electron microscopy image 
after hydrogen silsesquioxane patterning, sequential 
infiltration synthesis and removal of initiated chemical 
vapor deposition topcoat and organic components. 

Image by Hyo Seon Suh / University of Chicago
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patterns needed for the interconnections on 
a microchip, providing an easy way to create 
finer connections.

On the other side of the globe, researchers 
from the Universities of Cambridge and 
Warwick have developed a wire made from 
a single string of tellurium atoms. These 
“one-dimensional” wires are produced inside 
extremely thin carbon nanotubes (CNTs)—
hollow cylinders made of carbon atoms. The 
finished “extreme nanowires” are less than 
a billionth of a metre in diameter—10,000 
times thinner than a human hair.

When it comes to creating material, you 
can’t get any finer than a string of individual 
atoms. But these structures can be unstable, 
as their atoms are constantly vibrating, and in 
the absence of a physical constraint, they can 
end up morphing into some other structure 
or disintegrating entirely.

Cambridge researchers say that encapsulating 
nanowires is a way of making stable one-
dimensional (1D) materials—preventing 
them from disintegrating. The researchers 
have shown it’s possible to alter the shape 
and electronic behaviour of the nanowires 
by varying the diameters of the tubes that 
encapsulate them. They have been able 
to build stable 1D wires and demonstrate 
changes in the properties of tellurium 

according to the diameter of the nanotube 
encapsulating the wire.

Tellurium normally behaves as a 
semiconductor, but when injected into carbon 
nanotubes and confined to one dimension, it 
behaves like a metal. And while confinement 
in the CNTs induces drastic changes in the 
way that tellurium behaves, the carbon tubes 
themselves do not interact in any way with 
the nanowires.

“When working with materials at very small 
scales such as this, the material of interest 
typically needs to be deposited onto a surface, 
but the problem is that these surfaces are 
normally very reactive,” said Paulo Medeiros 
of Cambridge’s Cavendish Laboratory, who 
has been involved in the research. “But carbon 
nanotubes are chemically quite inert, so they 
help solve one of the problems when trying 
to create truly one-dimensional materials.” 
This is just the beginning of understanding 
the physics and chemistry of these very small 
systems, and who knows what new things 
will emerge out of these discoveries?

Spintronics

Spintronics is a branch of electronics 
concerned with the intrinsic spin of electrons 
and their charge in solid-state devices. It is 
of particular interest in the emerging field 
of quantum computing. In spintronics the 
electron’s spin (detected as weak magnetic 
energy) together with its charge are exploited 
in design, with the objective of accomplishing 
more work with less effort than is possible 
using traditional electronics.

Recently at the U.S. Department of Energy’s 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
(Berkeley Lab) and UC Berkeley, researchers 
have fabricated an atomically thin material and 
judged that its exotic and durable properties 
make it a promising candidate for spintronics. 
At the edges of this material (1T’-WTe2), 
the spin of electrons (which functions a bit 
like a compass needle pointing either north 
or south) and their momentum are closely 
tied and predictable. The material could 
be useful for testing next-gen applications 
such as a new breed of electronic devices 

Beamline 10.0.1 at Berkeley Lab’s Advanced Light Source enables researchers to both create and study atomically 
thin materials. 

Image: Roy Kaltschmidt/Berkeley Lab
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that manipulate electrons’ spin property to 
facilitate more efficient data carriage and 
storage than present-day devices are capable 
of.

The material is known as a topological 
insulator, because its interior surface does 
not conduct electricity—rather, the flow of 
electrons is restricted to its edges.

“This material should be very useful for 
spintronics studies,” said Sung-Kwan Mo, a 
physicist and staff scientist at Berkeley Lab’s 
Advanced Light Source (ALS) synchrotron 
facility who co-led the research.

“The flow of electrons is completely linked 
with the direction of their spins, and is 
limited only to the edges of the material,” 
Mo said. “The electrons will travel in one 
direction, and with one type of spin, which 
is a useful quality for spintronics devices.” 
Such devices could conceivably carry data 
more fluidly, with lower power demands and 
less heat build-up than devices currently on 
the market.

“We’re excited about the fact that we have 
found another family of materials where we 
can both explore the physics of 2D topological 
insulators and do experiments that may lead 
to future applications,” said Zhi-Xun Shen, 
a professor in physical sciences at Stanford 
University and Advisor for Science and 
Technology at the SLAC National Accelerator 
Laboratory, who also co-led the research 
effort. “This general class of materials is 
known to be robust and to hold up well under 
various experimental conditions, and these 
qualities should allow the field to develop 
faster,” he added.

Two-dimensional topological insulators have 
unique electronic properties that are the key 
to adapting them for spintronics applications, 
and there is a very active worldwide R&D 
effort focused on tailoring these materials for 
specific uses by selectively stacking different 
types.

“Researchers are trying to sandwich them 
on top of each other to tweak the material 
as they wish—like Lego blocks,” Mo said. 
“Now that we have experimental proof of 
this material’s properties, we want to stack 

it up with other materials to see how these 
properties change.”

Moving forward, researchers aim to develop 
larger samples of the material and to discover 
how to selectively tune and accentuate 
specific properties.

Tiny Light-Driven Motors

A team from MIT and elsewhere are 
endeavouring to manipulate matter—ranging 
from roughly molecule- to bacteria-sized—
with ordinary light. Most research that 
attempts to manipulate matter with light, 
whether by pushing away individual atoms or 
small particles, attracting them, or spinning 
them around, involves the use of sophisticated 
laser beams or other specialized equipment 
that severely limits the kinds of uses such 
systems can be applied to. “Our approach 
is to look at whether we can get all these 
interesting mechanical effects, but with very 
simple light,” says MIT postdoc Ognjen Ilic.

The team have been working on engineering 
the particles of matter, rather than the light 
beams, to get them to respond to ordinary 
light in particular ways. The firsts tests 
were with two-faced particles a micrometre 
(micron) in diameter—one-hundredth the 

Researchers have created in simulations the first system in which can be manipulated by a beam of ordinary light 
rather than the expensive specialized light sources required by other systems. 

Image: Christine Daniloff/MIT
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width of a human hair—comprising a silica 
core coated on one side with a thin layer of 
gold.

When a light beam hit the two-sided particles, 
there was a shift in their axes of symmetry 
relative to the direction of the beam. 
This interaction set the particles spinning 
uniformly, with the rate of spin able to be 
changed by changing the colour of the light.

This sort of light-driven system could be 
used in methods of moving particles around 
inside a body, using light to control their 
position and activity. Applications in new 
medical treatments and optically based 
nanomachinery are possible, according to 
the researchers.

Ilic says the research “enables dynamics that 
may not be achieved by the conventional 
approach of shaping the beam of light,” 
and could make possible a wide range of 
applications that are hard to foresee at this 
point.

“Because our approach does not require 
shaping of the light field, a single beam of light 
can simultaneously actuate a large number 
of particles,” Ilic says. “Achieving this type of 
behaviour would be of considerable interest to 
the community of scientists studying optical 
manipulation of nanoparticles and molecular 
machines,” adds Ido Kaminer, another MIT 
postdoc involved in the study. “There’s an 
advantage in controlling large numbers of 
particles at once. It’s a unique opportunity 
we have here.”

Marin Soljačić, a professor of physics at MIT, 
explains that this work fits into the area of 
topological physics—an area that has largely 
focused on the fairly specialized conditions 
that can exist in certain exotic materials 
called periodic media. “In contrast, our 
work investigates topological phenomena in 
particles,” he says.

The team’s initial set of simulations only 
addressed the effects on a very simple two-
sided particle. “I think the most exciting 
thing for us,” Kaminer says, “is there’s an 
enormous field of opportunities here. With 
such a simple particle showing such complex 
dynamics,” he says, it’s hard to imagine what 

will be possible “with an enormous range of 
particles and shapes and structures we can 
explore.”

Drawing at the Nano Scale

Electron-beam lithography (EBL) can pattern 
materials at a very small scale by focusing 
an electron beam onto an electron-sensitive 
material. By manipulating individual atoms 
at this level, it’s possible to alter material 
properties such as colour, chemical reactivity, 
and conductivity. Typically, EBL instruments 
can pattern materials on a scale of 10–20 
nm. Pushing the boundaries of what can be 
achieved with EBL, scientists at the Center 
for Functional Nanomaterials (CFN) have 
recently set a new record. 

Performing EBL with a scanning transmission 
electron microscope (STEM), the CFN 
researchers have patterned thin films of 
the polymer poly(methyl methacrylate), or 
PMMA, with individual features as small as 
1 nm, and with a spacing between features 
of 11 nm, yielding an areal density of nearly 
one trillion features per square centimetre. 

“Our goal at CFN is to study how the optical, 
electrical, thermal, and other properties of 
materials change as their feature sizes get 
smaller,” said Vitor Manfrinato, a research 
associate in CFN’s electron microscopy 
group and lead author of a new paper on 
the breakthrough published in Nano Letters. 
“Until now, patterning materials at a single 

nanometre has not been possible in a 
controllable and efficient way.”

“We converted an imaging tool into a drawing 
tool that is capable of not only taking atomic-
resolution images but also making atomic-
resolution structures,” said co-author Aaron 
Stein, a senior scientist in the electronic 
nanomaterials group at CFN.

Their measurements with this instrument 
show a nearly 200% reduction in feature size 
(from 5 to 1.7 nm) and 100% increase in areal 
pattern density (from 0.4 to 0.8 trillion dots 
per square centimetre, or from 16 to 11 nm 
spacing between features) over previously 
reported experiments.

This particular research team plans to use 
their new technique to study the properties 
of materials patterned at one-nanometre 
dimensions. One such subject of study will 
be the semiconducting material silicon, 
whose electronic and optical properties 
are predicted to change at the single-digit 
nanometre scale. Being able to manipulate 
and observe material at the atomic level will 
open up new engineering possibilities.

The Future Is Small

Nanotechnology is set to become a big 
industry. New nanomaterials are already 
being used in sunscreens, cosmetics, surface 
coatings, clothing, appliances, furniture, 
computers, medical applications like tissue 
engineering—the list goes on. Nanobots, 
machines whose components are measured 
in nanometres, are also being developed 
for areas like nanomedicine, where they will 
be utilized in diagnostic devices and drug 
delivery systems. There is even an invisibility 
cloak under development that uses a material 
covered in gold nanoantennas to reroute 
reflected light so that an object is rendered 
practically invisible. The cloak can be 
activated by switching the polarisation of the 
nanoantennas. Admittedly the experiments 
have been on microscopic subjects, but the 
principles should allow for upscaling to more 
useful sizes in time. There is so much still for 
us to discover and invent in the nanoscale 
world that it’s difficult to predict what 
scientists might come up with next!

A schematic showing a focused electron beam (green) 
shining through a polymeric film (grey: carbon atoms; 
red: oxygen atoms; white: hydrogen atoms). The 
glowing area (yellow) indicates the molecular volume 
chemically modified by the focused electron beam.
Image: Brookhaven National Laboratory
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